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Movie Plot: When the Delhi Police are faced with an unusual burglary case, they turn to a like-minded expert for help. The story begins with a telegram received in Delhi by a Maimangala police officer asking for help in rescuing
Sanora, a girl who was kidnapped the day before. After they reach Sanoru's residence, it turns out that Sanora has disappeared along with her servant. It turns out that last Thursday Sanore had an affair with Mr. Beefheart, and she ran
away from him, after which the search began. When examining the territory, which was arranged by this barefoot woman, an investigation was launched: the missing Sanorins in the mansion mention each other, and after the
disappearance of the girl from the mansion, other people who were denied help and who told terrible stories about this mansion begin to disappear. It turned out that the mansion was built on the site where the monastery was located in
ancient times. A novice of this monastery, Mia Keisho-in, once married a farmer from Maimangala province, who died mysteriously, and everyone suspects that she was the cause of his death. Leo Ronan is a Dublin detective
investigating the murder of his friend and colleague. In his opinion, Mrs. Ethel is also involved in the case, but in an interview she stated that all this is a fiction of the police. Brittany Gregg is a beautiful and smart Russian girl who
works as a maid. She ran away from her millionaire husband and settled in the mansions in Maimanglala, which belong to Ethel. Sumaana is a street vendor who participates in the so-called "witch hunt". Sumaana is afraid of the
police, he starts chasing Herman and randomly kills Leo.
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